September 23, 2017

DAY-CON XI
BATTLE BRIEFING

OPERATION: SOME LIKE IT HOT!

Attention:
Intel suggests
that other kill
teams have been
activated.
Proceed with
caution and
protect yourself
at all times.

A meltdown at
this facility would
do irrevocable
damage to your
nation’s
economy

The intent and capabilities of your adversary are unknown to you. It is assumed they have the will and ability to
cause massive loss of life, property damage and negative ecological impact that will have global ramifications.
Intel suggests there is an active campaign

specific motives and ensure they do not have

by unknown threat actors planning to create a

the ability to resume their nefarious activities in

national crisis a' la Chernobyl by undermining

the future. Terminate with extreme prejudice.

the safety and control systems of a nuclear
power plant located in close proximity to a
strategic shipping port. Computer models and

Your Mission: You and your team must

simulations suggest the impact on human life

successfully retrieve vital intelligence from an

and property would be catastrophic coming oﬀ

intercepted lockbox, without your adversary’s

of the back of a record hurricane season.

knowledge, analyze the contents of the lockbox
for artifacts and extract any useful operational

You have intercepted a lockbox from a

details you can in order to distrust your

dead drop and must obtain the contents without

adversary’s diabolic plot to undermine the

letting the adversary know you have recovered

confidence and safety of your critical national

the artifacts. Disable the vulnerable system

infrastructure.

before it is compromised/encrypted or

Dire times require bold actions:
In the age of invisible
interdependencies and motivated
adversaries, should we cultivate
the illusion of safety? Do you
have what it takes to Attack,
Defend and Survive?

otherwise no longer under legitimate control.
Once you have secured the facility, you
need to identify the threat actors, deduce their
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